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Abstract. Due to the aggravation of human activities and global climate changes in recent decades, catchment water cycle has experienced strong variation. The world is faced with profound water crisis, and water problems are especially severe and water disasters are of high frequency in China. Water problems have become significant obstacle factors for realizing sustainable development, which greatly threatens national economy and ecological safety. Given the scientific background of catchment water cycle evolution and water resources comprehensive regulation, we propose the method of solving water problems through water resources operation based on dualistic water cycle theory and discuss the developing status and existing problems of current water resources operation in China. On this basis, we also put forward the technical framework and key process of water resources regulation, which integrates the six links of monitoring, simulation, evaluation, forecasting, regulation and control. Furthermore, aiming at the background of the second phase of National Water Monitoring Capacity Building Project, we introduce a nationwide general software platform for water resources regulation. This platform will realize business collaboration and information sharing among three-scale platform of Ministry of Water Resources, basin authorities and provincial level, so as to overall improve the ability of water resources regulation and decision-making.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Water Problems in China

Due to the aggravation of human activities and global climate changes in recent decades, catchment water cycle has experienced strong variation, such as resource decay, environmental pollution, ecological degradation, supply and demand imbalance, groundwater overdraft and so on. Water problems have seriously threatened the national economy and ecological security. In China, water problems are especially severe; flood, drought, pollution and ecological degradation coexist, and water disasters occur frequently. The major problems are as follows:

(1) Water resources shortage. The national water shortage is 50 billion square meters in normal years. Water shortage is severe in Hai River, Yellow River, Liao River, Northwest China and eastern coastal cities, and the scope of shortage is extending.

(2) Water pollution. China's waste water discharge is 747 billion square meters in 2009, the standard rate of surface water functional area is only 47.4%, and the percentage of monitor well with water quality in IV ~ V class reaches 72.1%.

(3) Water ecological degradation. Although the freshwater ecosystem is improved locally, the system overall emerge a degradation trend. Besides, the groundwater is seriously over-exploited in North plain areas, resulting in 160 overdraft areas.

(4) Increasing frequency of extreme and sudden events. Drought disasters occur frequently in North China recently, and seasonal drought events is on the rise in southern rainy regions, while the occurring frequency of sudden water pollution accidents is increasing.

1.2 Scientific Bases of Water Problems

Water resources is forming and evolving in the process of catchment water cycle, so the scientific bases of water resources regulation are catchment water cycle evolution and water resources comprehensive regulation. The recognition and simulation of catchment water cycle is therefore becoming the precondition of reasonable water resources regulation.

Since the middle of the 20th century, studies on catchment water cycle and water resources comprehensive regulation under the background of changing environment has been carried out widely at home and abroad[1-3]. With the social development, water usage is increasing, so the artificial water cycle with four basic links of water withdraw, water transfer, water usage and water recession is formed. Artificial water cycle and natural water cycle make up the dualistic water cycle[4].

With the increasing intensity and extensity of human activities, the influence on natural water cycle is gradually growing and the duality is more distinct[14-4]. On one hand, human activities change the structure and circulation path of water system through direct actions such as reservoir,
water diversion project and artificial water usage; on the other hand, through indirect methods, for example, deforestation, land utilization and greenhouse gas emission, underlying surface and regional climate has been changed so as to impact elements of water cycle[7]. In a word, basin or regional water recharge and consumption has greatly changed in this process, and water pollution and environmental pollution aggravate at the same time. Therefore, studies on water resources regulation based on dualistic water cycle is the solution to the water problems.

2 WATER RESOURCES REGULATION RESEARCH

2.1 Research Status of Water Resources Regulation Water resources regulation research originates from the reservoir optimal operation problem proposed by Masse in 1940s. System engineering was established in the middle of 1950s and was widely applied in reservoir group optimal operation. In 1980s, “Scientific Distribution of Water Resources” written by N.Buras studied the allocation theory and methods of water resources regulation[8]. Water resources research in China starts relatively late, but develops fast. China began water resources allocation studies in the 1960s, led by reservoir optimal operation, and the deep research started from the 80s. Before 1990s, research was mainly focused on reservoir scheduling for beneficial use and interbasin water transfer, which didn’t take ecological water within the river channel into consideration. Since 2000, China has put more emphasis on river ecological water and carried out uniform water scheduling and ecological water compensation works. Currently, catchment water resources management and regulation in China has been preliminarily formed, and is becoming more mature in terms of scheduling rules, methods and technologies[9].

2.2 Water Resources Regulation Problems in China In recent years, China's water resources scheduling has made great progress, and has played a prominent role in maintaining sustainable economic and social development, building and restoring ecological environment. Looking at the history of water resources regulation research, early and medium studies mainly focused on how to establish scheduling model and solution model, focusing on theoretical research. The combination with practice is undertighten, which is failure to play the role of theoretical guidance.

(2) Lack of practicality. Early and medium studies mainly focused on how to establish scheduling model and solution model, focusing on theoretical research. The combination with practice is undertighten, which is failure to play the role of theoretical guidance.

(3) Poor productization of models and software. Water resources system simulation and model development are mainly focused on researches. It has not formed a series of hydraulic professional model software products with all independent intellectual property rights and certain scales. We need to purchase a large number of model software from abroad each year.

Aimed at the above questions, this paper proposed a core technique system of water resources regulation in terms of three-dimensional monitoring of water resources, dualistic water cycle simulation, dynamic evaluation of water resources, real-time forecasting, water resources regulation and hydraulic control. In addition, a nationwide general software platform for water resources regulation was developed and applied in different catchments.

3 CORE TECHNIQUE OF WATER RESOURCES REGULATION

3.1 Technical Framework Water cycle simulation and regulation in a basin or region can be divided into six stages: monitoring, simulation, evaluation, forecasting, regulation and control (Fig.1). The four links of monitoring, simulation, evaluation and forecasting are focused on the whole process of basin/regional “Natural-Artificial” dualistic water cycle. While regulation and control are aimed at the facing period, through the comprehensive regulation of water quality and quantity, surface water and groundwater, control of safety and operation, so as to realize catchment dualistic water cycle.
3.2 Three-dimensional Monitoring

Traditional hydrological monitoring is based on traditional hydrological theory, whether network distribution or monitoring method is built based on the natural property of water [11]. With the global changing and human activities, the “natural-artificial” dualistic characteristics of water resources evolution is becoming obvious, the traditional monitoring method cannot satisfy the need of modern water resources development, management and protection. It is necessary to consider the integrity of water cycle and the property of nature, society, economy, environment and ecology [12].

Recently, remote sensing monitoring technology is developing dramatically, which overcomes the shortage of traditional surface observation, such as limited ranges and discontinuous spatial distribution. Besides, combined remote sensing technology with traditional ground station monitoring, we are developing the three-dimensional monitoring system integrated with meteorology, hydrology and water resources.

3.3 Dualistic Water Cycle Simulation

Three-dimensional monitoring is the most direct and important measure to grasp water cycle system status and flux. However, just depending on monitoring can only obtain information of discrete part of space. It is therefore necessary to use simulation model to assimilate information of water quantity, water quality, surface water and groundwater, so as to form the description of the whole process of dualistic water cycle system. The simulation model usually include water resources system simulation model for artificial water cycle, distributed hydrological model for natural water cycle, hydrodynamic-water quality model for rivers, lakes and reservoirs, groundwater simulation model and so on. Model input should involve manual decision and control of water projects, in addition to natural meteorological and hydrological boundaries.

3.4 Water Resources Dynamic Evaluation

Through the two-way fusion and assimilation of monitoring, statistics and simulation, a detailed description of the whole process of the four-dimensional panoramic water cycle can be obtained. In order to facilitate water resource managers to manage the flux and state of water, we need to use big data analysis method to generate statistical index such as water resources quantity, quality, development and utilization based on simulation results. In addition, through excavating the mutual feedback mechanism between elements and processes of dualistic water cycle, it can be used to provide support for decision-making of water resources forecasting, regulation and control.

3.5 Real-time Forecasting

Based on the flux and state information of basin/regional dualistic water cycle, it is necessary to carry out long, mid and short-term forecasting of water resources and forecast future development tendency of water system. The object of long-term forecasting (annual/monthly) is to grasp water quantity and its overall changing trend. The mid-term forecasting (1-10 days) has a certain accuracy, which can be reference for water resources allocation decision-making. The short-term forecasting (1-3 days) has high accuracy and can be used to guide water resources allocation.

3.6 Water Resources Comprehensive Regulation

The basic of water resources comprehensive regulation is the “Three Red Lines Control Index” of the most stringent water resources. In each scheduling year, we need to determine total water consumption of surface water and groundwater in each region and different industries. On this basis, this paper focuses on the annual allocation of water for important rivers and making scheduling schemes of important water conservancy projects along the river, which eventually forms the water flow scheduling scheme of the river. The control of total consumption of surface water and groundwater is the assessment target, and the water flow scheduling is the means to control the total water consumption of surface water. In addition, the scheduling schemes of important groundwater mining and complementary projects can also be formulated according to the requirements of normal and emergency water resources management.

3.7 Hydraulic Control
Hydrological forecasting provides the upstream and downstream boundary of optimal operation. Water project group regulation mainly involve regulation of reservoir, water diversion project and flood storage and detention zones, which provides hydraulic control objects (water quantity, water quality and water level) for the main buildings (sluice, pump station and hydropower station) of the three types of projects. In order to realize these hydraulic control objects, based on remote control and local control technology, the control instructions of gate, pump station, power station, rotation speed, etc. are required to be sent to the executing agency.

4 GENERAL SOFTWARE PLATFORM OF RIVER WATER RESOURCES REGULATION

4.1 Background

Current water resources regulation mainly depends on engineers’ experience, but lacking scientific guidance and overall consideration. It is therefore necessary to build a decision support system for basin/regional water resources regulation to improve regulation level. According to the requirement of “National Water Resources Monitoring Ability Construction” Project, the main purposes include completing water resources monitoring system, completing operating environment construction of water resources monitoring management, completing development of application system and water resources monitoring system construction of important catchments.

In order to avoid iterative development of core modules of water resources normal and emergency regulation and improve the capability of maintenance and optimization upgrading of regulation models and business logics, a general water resources regulation software framework was developed based on the collection and analysis of common demands for water resources regulation and emergency management. It can provide a customizable, secondary developed and extensible software framework for the three-level platform (MWR-Basin-Province). Meanwhile, this general software platform can realize business collaboration and information sharing of water resources regulation schemes among the three-level platforms, so as to improve the decision-making ability of national water resources regulation.

4.2 Software Framework

The framework of General Software Platform of River Water Resources Regulation is composed of 5 layers, 2 security systems and 4 types of service objects. The 5 layers include computer network layer, hardware facility layer, data resource layer, application support and business application layer; the 4 types of service objects are water resources management department of MWR, basin/provincial water resources management department, sub-provincial water resources management department and technical support department; the 2 security systems involve information security system and standard specification system (Fig.2). The details are as follows:

4.3 Software Functions

General Software Platform of River Water Resources Regulation provide functions such as water resources regulation situation, water resources normal regulation and water resources emergency regulation. This platform can increase efficiency of normal and emergency regulation, support the smooth expansion of the water
resources dispatching business of the department of water resources, the river basin and the province, realize the operational synergy and information sharing between the three levels of the water resource scheduling schemes, so as to comprehensively improve the capacity of agencies at all levels to manage water resources and deal with emergencies (Fig.3).

**Figure 3. Functional framework of General Software Platform of River Water Resources Regulation**

1) Water Resources Regulation Situation

Mainly provide the demonstration and analysis function of information needed for water resource scheduling, including overall situation analysis, inflow analysis and water supply analysis.

2) Water Resources Normal Regulation

According to current water resources situation, normal regulation scheme will be made through forecasting future incoming flow, mainly including model management, annual/monthly/ten-days water resources scheduling planning.

3) Water Resources Emergency Regulation

When sudden emergency accidents happen, by tracing the causes of emergency events, the scheduling plan is prepared in combination with pre-arranged plan, and the emergency management plan is finally formulated through the consultation meeting. It mainly involve emergency scheduling planning for sudden water pollution events, special drought events and engineering accidents.
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